Introduction
Nowadays having an online presence is the norm for enterprises. At the same time, the amount of data produced on the Web is increasing rapidly. Consequently, the ability of handling this data is becoming increasingly important for enterprises in order to gain competitive advantage [6] and retain market position. In our study, we specifically focus on how this phenomenon of the increased importance of User Generated Content (UGC) fits into high-tech industries. High-tech industries are characterized by high sunk costs, high risks and being dynamic with rapidly changing customer requirements and product characteristics/features [3] . Obtaining and sustaining competitive advantage requires different methods in such fast-paced industries compared to other (low-tech) industries where the operating environment is less prone to rapid change. This leads us to raise the question of whether the analysis of UGC can help generate better insights into a fast moving consumer market with short production cycles. In the smartphone industry, we recognize the aforementioned trends of increased data being generated from (mobile) devices; there is an increasing amount of mobile UGC and UGC is increasingly influencing public image and sales of products [16] . The smartphone industry itself is characterized by short product life cycles, rapid product and feature imitation, aggressive pricing strategies, highly price sensitive end-consumers and high barriers to entry [4] . In our study, we developed a conceptual model for deriving business intelligence from microblog posts. The objective of applying this model is to obtain new insights into the way that prevailing opinions are formed within UGC by analysing tweets. We applied the conceptual model on three real life cases of new smartphones. The main research question in this study is "What kind of business intelligence on opinion formation of end users can be derived from tweets?".
Business intelligence applications of UGC is a relatively new field of academic study, a literature review yielded a limited number of studies where UGC is used to relate to real world phenomena such as predicting movie box office returns based on tweets [2] or presidential election polls [15] . In both studies the UGC analysis produced more accurate predictions than traditional methods. While many studies have recognized the potential of UGC analysis for business intelligence, only very few provide a methodology and apply this methodology to real cases, whereas the importance of understanding the potential of UGC in business-settings is increasing. Therefore, by means of developing a theoretical model on the role of opinion formation, we shed light on the types of business insights that can be derived from User Generated Content.
In section 2 we present the conceptual model that we developed for measuring online opinion formation, based on the Classical Model of Consensus Formation and the Theory of Planned Behaviour. Next, in section 3, we present the empirical data and the statistical analysis that we performed in order to further understand the process of opinion formation, which in turn can be influenced by companies to their own (competitive) advantage. The outcomes of the empirical twitter analysis are presented in section 4, in which we present a descriptive statistical model to describe the data, our Poisson regression analysis which shows the effect of our main independent variables (influencers, real world events and spam bots) on the tweets volume and sentiment and we show several aspects of User Generated Content that can be input for company (marketing) strategies. A reflection on our conceptual model is presented in section 5. Finally, in section 6 we answer our research question, reflect on limitations of the conceptual model and the empirical data analysis and formulate future research topics.
Conceptual Model
In order to develop our conceptual model for measuring online opinion formation, we examined two of the most important established models in the domain of online opinion formation and the drivers of (purchasing) behaviour (and in turn, competitive position): the Classical Model of Consensus Formation [5] and the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) [1] .
Classical Model of Consensus Formation
We used the adaptation of the Classical Model of Consensus Formation by Jackson [10] as a basis to explore the online opinion formation in the cases analysed. The original model by De Groot [5] describes that in a group of agents, no agent will simply share or strictly disregard the opinion of any other agent. Each agent in the network will take others' opinions into account when forming their own opinion. Repeatedly averaging this process of influencing leads to the newly formed opinions of the agents to either be brought closer to each other or be taken further apart. This can either lead to convergence into agreement or to divergence into disagreement. Jackson introduced opinion leaders to this Classical Model of Consensus Formation [10] . In the exploration and critical assessment of the model by De Groot [5] he states: "Opinion leaders will arise naturally in the model, as individuals who are listened to by others and who have non-negligible influence on the opinions of at least some other agents." (p. 296). He further states that when a network is strongly connected, such that there is a direct path from any agent to any other agent, and aperiodic, then it is convergent. Literature often presumes that this is the case; there are no agents who are not influenced by another agent's opinion. Translated to our research context this entails that if every person in a social network is, to some extent, influenced by the opinion of every other person in the same network, then a prevailing opinion will arise (convergence). The original model was adapted in our study to fit our more open context where the agents are in fact not strongly connected but linked via open social media. We used this model to describe the formation of the prevailing opinion from the collected tweets. Note that in our open context, a prevailing opinion which is carried by a majority of people in a network is not guaranteed since not every person in our data set is necessarily connected to every other person via a direct path. Therefore, multiple prevailing opinions can arise. This is important to acknowledge because multiple prevailing opinions adds complexity to understanding the formation of the prevailing opinion(s) and possible efforts to influence these.
Theory of Planned Behaviour (Subjective Norms)
The Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) by Azjen [1] is originally a theory from the psychology field. This theory describes the relation between beliefs and action and was proposed to build upon the Theory of Reasoned Action [9] . The TPB describes that human behaviour, specifically the intent to act, can be predicted by three types of considerations. The first consideration is attitude towards a certain behaviour: the way a person feels about the behaviour, personally. The second consideration is subjective norms: whether or not the specific behaviour is encouraged by friends and family. The third predictor of intention is perceived behavioural control: the extent to which the person feels able to overcome barriers to the behaviour. According to the TPB, these three considerations form the most important predictors of intention, subsequently intention is the most important predictor of behaviour. In our study, we consider prevailing online opinion as a proxy for subjective norms, which is one of the predictors of human behaviour.
Conceptualization

Fig. 1. Conceptual model for deriving competitive advantage from UGC analysis
In Fig. 1 we present our conceptual model based on elements from the Classical Model of Consensus Formation with our own additions. The model illustrates how business insights can be derived from online chatter that leads to opinion formation by electronic word of mouth (eWOM). We consider online chatter as a continuous process of opinion formation. In our context the opinions are formed about products, specifically smartphones. Next, from the online opinion formation process we identify a number of key parameters that are expected to be the main determinants of the prevailing online opinion (in De Groot's model this is the formed consensus). The key implications are that firstly this prevailing opinion, in a way, is already a business insight. When we are able to discover a certain opinion about a product emerge from online chatter, this is grounds for a company to formulate a strategy to respond to this online product sentiment in order to influence it for the better (or in order to damage competitors' online product opinions). Although not tested in our study, we also suggest that these parameters are valuable sources for predicting intention to buy according to the Theory of Planned Behaviour. In turn, this can potentially contribute to improve the competitive advantage of companies in the high-tech market, given that appropriate actions are taken to utilize these insights. Here, the prevailing online opinion would be a proxy for subjective norms. In other words, the online opinion about a product is highly valued when making a purchasing decision or even in creating the intention to buy. This intention to buy, in turn, is a predictor for actual buying behaviour [1] . If future studies provide evidence that there is indeed a relationship between the online opinion formation via eWOM and purchasing behaviour, businesses could make use of this in their strategy to improve their competitive position. In our study, we focused on the continuous process of online opinion formation. From this, we recognised a number of key parameters that shape the prevailing opinion that yield business insights in the role of opinion formation in high-tech markets.
Data collection and analysis method
In this section we explain the methodology and technical architecture to make the operationalization and the practical application of our conceptual model explicit. First, we present our key design choices for the empirical data (analysis) such as the selection of tweets as a proxy for UGC and the rationale behind the selection of the specific cases. Next, we explain the high-level technical architecture which was used for data-collection and, in part, for data analysis. Finally, we explain how we interpreted the data by means of our conceptual model.
Data collection
In order to test our conceptual model, we made a number of important design choices. First, we chose tweets as our UGC source. We consider tweets to be representative for a wider range of UGC (however not all UGC), similar to, amongst numerous other studies, [2] , [11] , [15] . Public tweets are relatively simple to collect through the Twitter APIs. Over 90% of tweets are public, and can thus be captured programmatically, without the need to obtain special permissions to collect this (public) data. Also, it is important for businesses to be able to respond quickly to rapidly changing customer requirements in a dynamic market environment. Tweets lend themselves for such an objective as tweets can be collected almost in real-time, unlike most other forms of UGC. We collected tweets pertaining to the launch of three new smartphones in the market. We then used volume and sentiment of the tweets as metrics to find out the prevailing opinion about each product. According to Liu et al. [14] , other studies of online word of mouth (eWOM), and research on traditional word of mouth (WOM), have identified volume (measured as the number of messages) and valence (classification of positive or negative) as two important measures of WOM activity.
The three smartphones selected for our case study are: Samsung Galaxy S5, Sony Xperia Z2 and HTC One (M8). Our case selection was based on both pragmatic considerations and an attempt to maximize the reliability versus construct validity trade-off. The three key considerations for our case selection were: (1) the timing of the product launch: we expected most online chatter about the products around the launch date, due to anticipation and buildup of online and offline hype (due to e.g. marketing efforts from manufacturers and brand loyalty from customers); (2) similar product features: each smartphone caters to a similar target market. With similar target markets, we can compare the opinion formation for the three cases and recognize specific capabilities that the companies show (such as employing a certain parameter to influence the prevailing opinion); (3) Expected volume of online chatter: for our statistical analyses, we needed to maximize the collected tweets in order to have a representative sample of the population of tweets. For collecting the tweets, we developed a web application which automatically queries the Twitter API with relevant key words for each case, processes the response by parsing the returned data and saving it in a database. illustrates the high level technical architecture. Our web application queries Twitter's streaming API for tweets about our search terms such as "Samsung Galaxy S5". The response is dumped into our cache table of the database without parsing the data. Next, the raw data is parsed and saved to the respective tables in a MySQL database. This process of translating the raw data into our own data structure is known as database normalization. Our normalized data in the populated database is now ready for analysis. In our analysis, the key parameters that shape the prevailing opinion of each product are those factors that influence the volume and sentiment of our collected tweets. Before finding these parameters, we first needed to do a sentiment classification of our data set. To this end, we implemented a PHP class which classified our collected tweets into positive, neutral and negative sentiments based on natural language processing techniques. This sentiment classifier would run automatically each day to tag each tweet with its corresponding sentiment class. Once our populated, normalized database was classified, we used this dataset to analyse and interpret the data. Sentiment and volume of tweets are our dependent variables, and the key parameters that shape these variables become the independent variables.
Data analysis
In total, we collected 1,448,799 tweets, which is a 369 days worth of tweets (with three simultaneous data streams for approx. 120 days). The analysis of the tweets was subdivided into two major parts. First, we built a descriptive statistical model, in order to help explain the data trajectory and its distribution. An important trade-off in building this model is: the more parameters we add, the more data-specific the model becomes, but this also sacrifices the level of generalizability of the model. With this trade-off in mind, based on the theoretical underpinning described in section 2, and a first inductive exploration of the data, we considered the following parameters to be the most important contributors to the expected rate of tweets per day (volume):
Where:  λ : Poisson expected rate of daily tweets  N: Base rate of daily tweets. This is the number of "noise" tweets that is more or less constant throughout the data collection. This number of tweets was picked up for the given query, regardless of any other (external) factors  E(t): An event that triggers tweets as a function of time. For example a large-scale mobile conference, a feature announcement or the launch of the smartphone in question. From our data, it becomes apparent that the tweets triggered from such a real world event are a function of time because the tweet rate often shows anticipatory and spillover increase in tweet rate surrounding the event  C: The manufacturing company-specific capabilities. Brand equity and the ability of a manufacturer to directly or indirectly effect the online and offline chatter about their product is the third building block of the expected daily rate of tweets. Note that measuring this brand equity and quantifying its contribution to λ is out of scope of our study. Brand equity is a composite variable, built up from among others: performance, value and social image [12]  O: Presence of opinion leaders or key influencers. We use two metrics to identify the key influencers in our data set: the number of mentions per user account in our collected tweets, and the number of retweets for each tweet. This gives us the most popular user accounts and the most popular tweets and with these two metrics, we were able to indicate the most influential user accounts and show the most popular tweets in each case  B: The presence of spam bots. Spam bots can dilute the opinion formation and the classification of sentiment. If a negatively classified tweet is repeated many times by a spam bot, this could unjustly skew the prevailing opinion toward negative opinions. Therefore, we attempted to identify such tweets by calculating the likelihood of every user to tweet more than the overall average number of tweets per day (Poisson likelihood distribution). If a user's tweeting frequency has a likelihood of less than 1%, we consider this a spam bot (account)
The second major part of the statistical analysis consists of a number of Poisson regression analyses and modeling the interaction effects of the main independent variables to answer the main research question. The Poisson regressions model the volume of tweets based on the three parameters tweets from influencers, occurrence of events and tweets from spam bots (these are the independent variables). We also modeled the effect of these parameters on the sentiment of tweets and volume of tweets (the dependent variables). By manipulating the aforementioned parameters, we derived company-specific capabilities which were identified in terms of inducing online chatter.
Statistical Analyses and interpretation
A summary of the main findings from our descriptive statistical analysis is presented in table 1. The base rate of tweets (N) is clearly different in each case, from 154 tweets per day for the Sony Xperia Z2, to 1729 tweets per day for the HTC One (M8). Further, in all three cases, the kinds of opinion leaders were similar. Each case showed that the highest number of mentions and retweets came from three categories of opinion leaders: the smartphone manufacturer, a number of mobile network operators (such as T-Mobile, Verizon etc.) and a number of well-known technology bloggers/vloggers.
The HTC case yielded the most tweets per day, however the Samsung case yielded similar numbers in terms of volume of tweets per day and the fraction of (spam) bots. In both cases, the fraction of spam was well over half (53.5% and 65.4% for Samsung and HTC, respectively). The Sony case yielded far less tweets, however also relatively less spam with 46.4% coming from spam accounts. This indicates that products from smartphone manufacturers with higher market share and online presence will also induce more spam.
The case with the most positive online chatter is the Sony Xperia Z2, which is surprising since this is the least popular in terms of volume of tweets. Not only does the Sony case produce the highest percentage of positive tweets, it also has the least negative tweets. This indicates that Sony is able to create a more positive buzz online than larger players on the smartphone market such as HTC and Samsung. The second part of our statistical analysis is the Poisson regression analysis, where we tested a number of hypotheses in order to model the effect of the identified parameters on the daily rate of tweets and sentiment. Signif. codes: 0: "***" 0.001: "**" 0.01: "*" 0.05: "." 0.1: " " not significant: "n.s." (as given by R)
In Table 2 , we present the results of the Poisson regression for the overall tweet rate and tweet rates per sentiment class. The model predicts nearly 810 tweets per day without the effect of influencers, bots or events (when independent variables have no effect). The values of the independent variables (Poisson parameters) are a factor increase or decrease on the predicted rate of daily (positive, negative or neutral) tweets if that independent variable increases by 1 unit, all else being unchanged. From the table it becomes evident that the occurrence of a real-world event triggers the strongest effect on overall daily tweet volumes (factor 2.028) as well as for each of the sentiment classes. This is in line with expectations; real world events such as the Mobile World Conference or the announcement of a specific functionality of the new smartphone are, to a great extent, marketing and promotional methods for manufacturers, meant to create awareness and buzz around their products. These events are the strongest determinant of daily tweet rate.
In addition, influencers and spam bots also significantly affect the daily tweet rate. Here, it is noticeable that influencers have a dampening effect on the daily tweets volume from 'real users' (non-influencers and non-spam bots). This could indicate that an increase of tweets from influencers shift 'real users' into a more passive role of publishing tweets about the product.
Furthermore, in terms of sentiment, we see that the occurrence of events are a stronger determinant of an increase in positive tweets (increase by 213%), than on negative tweets (increase of 85%). Events also trigger a stronger increase in positive tweets than the overall increase of 103%. The data analysis shows that events trigger a relatively strong positive sentiment as compared to negative and neutral sentiment online chatter (tweets) Diving deeper into our statistical analysis, we modeled the autonomous effect of our independent variables on the daily tweet volume and sentiment per case. The results of this analysis can be found in Table 3 . Consistent with the base rate of tweets (N), the Poisson regression predicts the most tweets for the HTC case and the least tweets in the Sony case, when none of the independent variables (influencers, events, bots) are at play. Furthermore, spam bots and events are the strongest determinants of tweet volume and sentiment in the Sony case and influencers have the strongest effect in the Samsung case. Surprisingly, influencers have a slightly decreasing effect on the real users' tweets in the HTC case. This is not the case in the Samsung and Sony case. However, since most of these results are not more than 0.1 significant in the HTC and Sony cases, further analysis would be needed in order to determine the validity of this specific effect. 
Company specific capabilities
By comparing the case-specific regression results, we identified company specific-capabilities which can help the smartphone companies recognize their strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats in the process of online opinion formation. If we assume that each company's objective is to increase the number of tweets from real users about their product, then according to the results of our analysis, Sony has been most effective in using real world events to trigger additional tweets from real users. At the same time, spam bots (which may also have been employed by Sony), have the strongest effect out of all three cases.
Samsung was most effective in using influencers to drive chatter from real users. Specifically, when looking at the most retweeted tweet in the Samsung data, we found that a tweet by football star Cristiano Ronaldo, promoting the Samsung Galaxy S5 as part of Samsung's marketing campaign, was most influential.
In terms of the effect on sentiment of real users, a few things stand out from our results. Firstly, the strongest increasing effect on positive tweets by influencers is found in the Samsung case, at the same time, they also have the strongest increasing effect on negative tweets. Comparing the effects of the parameters on sentiment of real users, we found that in the Sony case, the effect of real world events have the strongest increasing effect on positive tweets. Another notable result is that the effect of events on negative tweets is stronger than the effect on positive tweets in the Samsung case. Although the absolute number of predicted negative tweets is arguably negligible, this is an important finding which Samsung could use to strategically engage with their (potential) customers in order to improve the prevailing opinion(s) about their product online and offline. Each company in our analysis has their own specific capabilities and with our data-driven analysis, we can shed light on these capabilities, allowing these companies to act upon them.
Interaction effects
In the previous section, we modeled the isolated effect of the independent variables influencers, events and spam bots on the daily tweeting volume and sentiments. In order to understand the dynamics and interaction between the independent variables and the effect of those interactions, we also modeled the effects of a combination of independent variables on the dependent variable: the real user tweet rate. Since we are dealing with an open multiactor and multi-variable environment where numerous factors can have an effect on both sentiment and volume of tweets, it is important to consider these interaction effects.
Fig. 3. Pooled tweets from influencers and daily tweets from real users
In Fig. 3 we can see that, for the pooled tweets of all cases, there is a positive trend line for the daily tweets volume of real users as a function of the tweets coming from influencers. This is different from what we found in our isolated effect of influencers in the Poisson regression in the previous section. This difference can be explained by the fact that in Fig. 3 , the effect of the other parameters (bots and events) are not unchanged. Therefore, it seems that there is an interaction between the events, spam bots and influencers in their effect on the daily tweet volume from real users. Again, we use Poisson regression to model this interaction. An interaction between independent variables A and B implies that the effect of A depends on the value of B and that the effect of B depends on the value of A [7] . In Table 4 the results of the modeled interaction effects are presented. The interaction for events and influencers has the strongest effect on the predicted daily rates of tweets from real users. Also, the three-way interaction of events, influencers and bots results in a slight increase of predicted daily tweets. This tells us that when influencers tweet and there is also an event, the tweets from real users (non-influencers and spam bots) decrease. This same effect is apparent for the modeled two-way interactions of events, influencers and spam bots. However, when the interaction of all three parameters are modeled, the predicted number of tweets from real users increases slightly. This slightly unintuitive effect of events and influencers' interaction leading to a decrease in tweets from real users might be explained by the nature of the interactions between influencers and real users. Similar to traditional media (TV, radio etc.), when an event occurs, the media is the first to publicize this to a passive audience. Similarly, key influencers such as smartphone manufacturers, technology bloggers and mobile network operators are expected to tweet more on days of events in order to report on these events and real users are then adopting a more passive role as they are consuming the newly published information before expressing their own opinions.
Synthesis of findings
When we consider both the isolated effects and interaction effects on volume and sentiment of tweets from real users, it seems that in our (pooled) data, interaction effects do occur (as seen in Fig. 3 ) as the coefficients of the effect in our individual parameters show a decrease in tweets volume when influencers increase their tweets volume.
Whereas the interaction effect of all three parameters shows an increasing coefficient (1.00002) as can be seen in Table 4 . Our analyses thus show that when there is an interaction of all three (core) parameters then the tweets from real users are predicted to increase. In short, in the HTC case, influencers have the strongest decreasing effect on real users' tweets. Spam bots have the strongest increasing effect on real users tweet volume in the Sony case and events have the strongest effect in the Sony case. Finally, the effect of events on real users' tweets volume are very similar in the Samsung and HTC case (coefficients of 1.774 and 1.773 respectively). Fig. 4 . Application of conceptual model
Conceptual model applied
In Fig. 4 we present the application of our conceptual model, as illustrated in Fig. 1 , by starting with analyzing the process of opinion formation. To this end, we took a snapshot of this continuous process of opinion formation with our dataset of 369 days worth of tweets. We then recognize a number of opinion leaders (or influencers). Next, we classified the tweets in positive, negative or neutral tweets. With this classification we were able to model the effect of our identified opinion leaders and events on the sentiment as presented in the previous sections. By aggregating the tweets with these classifications, we could indicate the prevailing opinions surrounding the respective topics (smartphones). This prevailing opinion is seen as the subjective norms as described in the TPB [1] . We suggest that these subjective norms can be strategically shaped by incentivizing actors in the network and in this way steering the (sentiment of) online chatter about a product. By analyzing tweets, we recognized three key parameters that shape the prevailing opinion: the first two are real-world events and a small number of opinion leaders who determine the prevailing opinion amongst these agents. The third parameter is spam-bots. It is important to recognize that spambots can potentially influence this opinion as well since popular products and brands tend to elicit more spammessages which misuse the brand recognition in order to attract people to their websites. The main 'real' influencers however, are the handful of opinion leaders and real-world events. In turn, the resulting prevailing online opinion, has a number of important implications in terms of a product's potential performance. Some of the most important business insights derived from our applied model are the identification of key influencers and events, and their effect on the tweets volume and sentiment surrounding a specific topic. With such insights, companies can actively steer the online (and consequently offline) conversation about their products by strategically engaging with (potential) customers, influencers and organizing events. Our conceptual model can be further developed into an 'always-on' solution where, based on the parameters, simulations can be run which provide predictions into the consequences of managerial decisions. For example, such a decision support system could simulate real world events and its repercussions on sentiment based on historical data to support management decisions with regard to e.g. marketing strategy or product release timing, etc.
Conclusion
In this section we present our overall conclusions while answering our main research question "What kind of business intelligence on opinion formation of end users can be derived from tweets?". The purchasing behavior of customers is increasingly being influenced by the online chatter about products and services. Therefore, methods to steer this online opinion formation are becoming increasingly valuable for companies. Understanding the online opinion formation and strategically acting upon the insights gained from the analysis of user generated content underlie the ability to steer this prevailing opinion about specific topics. With the application of our conceptual model, we presented a number of methods to find such valuable insights in tweets.
Firstly, in order to understand the formation of prevailing opinions online, we can identify opinion leaders. These key influencers contribute to the subjective norms surrounding a product, online. Top-down (proactive): Proactively understanding the drivers of online opinion formation will enable companies to establish strategies to influence the prevailing opinions that are bound to arise. More concretely, one of the main drivers of prevailing (online) opinions are opinion leaders. By measuring the influence of opinion leaders upon the sentiment and volume of tweets from (potential) customers, companies can employ such opinion leaders in order to drive the online opinion. However, the objectivity of influencers such as technology vloggers is imperative to their credibility and, by extension, their core business. These influencers will less likely promote a product in exchange for compensation from the manufacturer as the risk of being exposed and losing credibility as an objective technology reviewer would be detrimental. Bottom-up (reactive): At the same time, with an online and social media presence, companies can get much closer to their customers than ever before. By actively measuring the online sentiment surrounding a product or service, companies can leverage online channels to engage with their customers on a personal level. The offline world and the online realm cannot be considered independently of each other. We have seen in our twitter analyses, that real world events strongly influence the online chatter and sentiment about smartphones. Finally, we are dealing with a multi-variable and open context where influencing factors upon tweets volume and online sentiment do not operate in isolation. Therefore, it is important to understand the interaction effects of the influencing factors. Here, the objective should be to find the right combination of influencing factors (events, opinion leaders and (spam) bots) and effectively formulating a strategy to employ these factors to influence the online opinions about a product or service. Our conceptual model, in combination with the concrete application of this model in our study, can serve as a basic framework for operationalizing such a strategy.
The main business insights that we were able to derive from our method of UGC analysis are:
 Description of the buildup and trajectory of the data with a descriptive statistical model: λ = N + E(t) + C + O + B. Each of these parameters can be influenced to shape online opinion formation.  Identification of key influencers (opinion leaders): Smartphone manufacturers, technology bloggers/vloggers, MNOs. Each of these influencers can be employed to influence the prevailing online opinion.  Sentiment of real users (over time): The trajectory of sentiment about the respective products can be analysed so that triggers for negativity and positivity can be identified and acted upon.  Main parameters that determine volume of tweets: Events, influencers and (spam) bots. These main parameters will have a relatively strong impact on the prevailing opinion.  The effect of the main parameters on volume of tweets: Events trigger the strongest uplift in tweets volume.
Therefore, events are an important tool for manufacturers to consider when attempting to steer the online opinion formation.  The effect of the main parameters on sentiment of tweets: Similar to the volume of tweets, events trigger the strongest uplift in positive tweets.
 The interaction effects of the main parameters on the volume and sentiment of tweets:
When influencers tweet and there is also an event, the tweets from real users decrease.  Company specific capabilities: Sony has been most effective in using real world events to trigger additional tweets from real users. Samsung was most effective in using influencers to drive chatter from real users. In the Sony case, the effect of real world events have the strongest increasing effect on positive tweets. Each company has specific capabilities which, we can recognize with our data-driven analysis, allowing these companies to act upon them in order to shape the online opinion regarding their product.
Our main academic contributions lie firstly in our way of analyzing UGC for business insights based on a theoretical model. Second, by using a modern application of the Classical Model of Consensus Formation we found concretenew-parameters i.e. real world events and spam bots (in addition to opinion leaders) that shape online opinion formation. We discovered the roles of the diverse sources of tweets and their influence on volume and sentiment of tweets. This differs from the offline world as there are more sources and types of agents forming the prevailing opinion. The application of this model in the online world enabled these nuances as we could work with large volumes of data, as opposed to an offline setting with much more limited and more indirect data. Third, we found categories of opinion leaders who each showed significant effect on the formation of online opinion, namely: manufacturers, MNOs and technology bloggers/vloggers.
Limitations
In order to increase the reliability such that the results of our study become generalizable for a wider range of products or industries, the application of our conceptual model should be done on more cases, while maximizing representativeness of the respective product-group or industry. Nonetheless, we have made a first step toward delivering more insight in this field of study, where academic research is sparse. Our technical implementation is modular and scalable such that it can be applied to other products and topics where online chatter is expected. Furthermore, we collected data from one source: Twitter. Although tweets have proven to be a relevant, effective and rich source of data for our purposes, gathering data from various social media sources to cover a wider demographic and build a richer data set could improve the application of our conceptual model.
A number of improvements could be made on the text analysis techniques. Natural language processing is a complex and strongly-evolving discipline. Basic techniques were combined in this study in order to classify the tweets into sentiments and finding spam tweets. Some ways to improve the classification accuracy are: (1) expanding the matching dictionary used to classify each tweet's sentiment, (2) expanding the classifications to more nuanced sentiment based on severity of language and (3) considering word order, grammar and punctuation. In general, similar to sentiment detection, spam detection is considered a text classification problem [8] . By using e.g. a Naïve Bayes approach, similar to our sentiment classifier, spam classification in the application of our model can be improved isn future research.
Future research
In our research, we revealed insights which answer important questions in the domain of business intelligence from UGC as well as identify knowledge and theory gaps. First, we have laid the ground work for obtaining business insights from tweets and in future research, we suggest to measure the competitive advantage that can be derived from these insights. Moreover, explicit measurement of the relation between online opinion (as subjective norms) and buying behaviour (expressed as business performance metrics such as sales or profit) can be measured as part of this competitive advantage from UGC analysis. Second, our descriptive statistical model identifies the five main parameters that contribute to the expected tweets volume per day. This descriptive model can be combined with our Poisson regression analysis and be further developed into a predictive model. An implementation of our conceptual model can automatically draw from historical data and compute predictions based on influencing coefficients similar to our analysis (influence of events on positive tweets from users etc.). In closing, our study has laid ground work for understanding online opinion formation, UGC analysis and the implications on competitive advantage. Understanding the interactions between the online and offline world, in a business context and also in social and cultural contexts is paramount in today's rapid technological advancements, ubiquity of technology and online media in our lives.
